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CIBSEI ASHRAE
Conference
The major event of this year's
Building Services calendar is the
joint European CIBSE/ASHRAE
4-day conference scheduled for
Trinity
College,
Dublin,
September 14 -17, which will be
opened by Presiden t Ai llery.
Delegates will be attending from
the USA, Canada, Australia,
Europe and Great Britain. Conseently the organising committee
anxious to ensure an excellent
ome response from all the
elements of the Building Services
Industry.
After the President's reception
in Trinity College on opening
night, visitors will be entertained
to an "At Home" with Irish committee members. A civic reception
is being held in the College of
Surgeons, S, Stephen's Green, on
Monday followed by a visit to the
Howth Abbey Tavern, for tradi-

tional food and entertainment.
Golfers have an option to play golf
on Tuesday and the Conference
closes with a grand Banquet in the
Royal Hospital, Kilmainham attended by An Taoiseach.
Dublin City and the Irish Branch
of the Institution have been
honoured in hosting this international conference. It occurs during
a year which Eoin Kenny is President.
Please give the Conference your
full attention. In addition to providing the opportunity of keeping
abreast of technical developments
at first hand, the many social occasions should also provide the
chance to enjoy discussion on common services problems with professionals from many parts of the
world in a relaxed environment.
Levied employers can avail of an
AnCO grant.

Congratulations!

Sanbra Fyffe - Striding
Confidently Forward
Nine months have elapsed since the
management buy-out took place at
San bra Fyffe. The move, which
was well received by the trade, has
brought a good response from
customers resulting in a satisfactory order book despite the difficulties inherent in the market
place. The recession continues and
competition from imports still persists but notwithstanding these factors the company contends that it
has succeeded in increasing its
market share due to a combination
of product and service.
Irish Instantor Compression
Couplings to IS 239 1980 represent
by far the most extensive range on
the market. It is quality assured
based on 50 years of experience of
the needs of the Irish installer and
of course for some years now has
complied with the Irish Standard
Specification. The combination of
maintaining good stocks across the
range, better customer service and
an ability to respond from the production side to any fluctuation in
demand have led to increased confidence within the trade.
San bra Fyffe's policy has always
been to distribute its products
through the merchant trade and
Instantors are supplied to practically every merchant outlet
throughout the country.

Following the management buyout full time working was reintroduced and this feature has
been maintained right up to date,
the numbers employed now totalling some 120 persons. Manufacturing is concentrated on the Irish
Instantor range of Compression
Couplings to IS 239 1980,
underground fittings in gun metal
including stopcocks, ferrules, saddles and combined saddles/ferrules and star cross to EC BS 1010
type taps. A new Eirline range of
taps and bathroom fittings has
been introduced recently including
all the normal items in demand. Interchangeable covers are available
in acrylic and chrome finish.
Competitively-priced, the range
has been well received and it is expected to build up a strong demand
in the immediate future. A selection of plumbing related products
are factored also.
Exports, which have remained
static over the years, will be expanded as part of the future
development of the company's
business.
All told then, San bra Fyffe is
going forward in a positive way to
face the realities of a difficult and
depressed market with a sense of
achievement and in a confident
mood.

Nu-Aire Agent

louvres and ventilators, one of the
most successful contracts being the
Letterkenny Shopping Centre. The
company will now be respo!1sible
for the full range of Nu-Aire ventilation units, including MK 10 roof
extract units, roof and plant room
mounted twin-fans, cabinet extract
fans, modular supply units,
bathroom extract fans, and
Drimaster anti-condensation units
for domestic properties.

Nu-Aire International Ltd, a uAire Lld subsidiary company, has
appointed anew, exclusive agent
for the Republic of Ireland: It is
Automation Smoke Ventilation
Systems Lld (ASVS), 31 Monaloe
Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
ASVS began its relationship
with u-Aire selling only smoke

e The triumphant Irish BTU golfers who scored a conclusive victory in
the recent BTU Inter Region competition at the Belfrey in England. Their
winning margin was a staggering 18 points over their nearest rivals.
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The Directors of Taney
Distributors are pleased to announce the appointment of two
new directors Andrew P.
Kavanagh who joined Taney
Distributors in 1979 as Heating
Manager joins the board as Sales
Director. Mrs Maria O'Reilly who
joined Taney Distributors in 1976
takes on a new position as Commercial Manager and also joins the
Board.

eAndrew P. Kavanagh.
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During the last few years water chillers for air conditioning applications have undergone a
great evolution with improved performance and reliability. S.M.C. Air Conditioning have
captured the new concept for energy savings. The McQuay water chillers with variable
speed accessible hermetic compressors for extensive product range varies from 60KW to
600KW air cooled ALRI models and from 70KW to 1400KW cooling capacity on the ESH/1
water cooled chillers. The compressors are produced in two series MQC 600 and MQC 800
both in three different sizes with four,- s·ix and eight cylinders and are designed with the
same concept and aimed at high operating cost savings, reliability and long trouble free
operating life.

Double-speed semi-hermetic compressors, exclusive to
McQuay. Depending on unit size, 4, 6 or 8 cylinder compressors, series MQC 600 or 800, are utilized. They offer
top quality, high reliability, and long trouble·free
operating life.

McQuay energy efficient ESH/1 water cooled water
chillers - which first introduced the concept of energy
saving by means of the use of 2-speed compressors _
have been now upgraded and are produced in a new
series featuring increased performance, quality, and
reliability.
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S.M.C.

SPECIALISTS IN HEATING,
REFRIGERA TlON, AND
AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEMS

Air Conditioning
Unit No. 9, Jamestown Industrial Centre, Jamestown Road,
Inchicore, Dublin 8.
Tel: Dublin 531830/1/2.
Telex: 90460 SMC El.
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• The rear of the boilers and the economiser installation as provided by
Ham worthy for Irish Distillers in Middleton.
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New Boiler System from Grant
Grant Engineering, market leaders
in back boiler systems, held a twoday exhibition in the Green Isle
Hotel recently.
The exhibition was held to introduce two new boiler systems the Grant Easy-Clean triple pass
oil boiler and the Grant EasyClean triple pass solid fuel boiler.
Grant Engineering, using modern
technology and manufacturing
methods have developed the easyclean tri~le pass boilers whose unique design gives maximum efficiency.
.
High efficiency and output IS
achieved by the triple pass system

~'i~t~

which sends the flames vertically
downwards on the second pass, so
entrapping the flames much
longer. Also, the flames rapidly
change direction which aids combustion and heat transfer. Another
new development is the extreme
ease in which the boilers can be
cleaned, taking 5 - 15 minutes per
week compared to two hours for a
conventional boiler.
Grant Engineering Lld were
established 10 years ago by
Stephen Grant in Birr, Co. Offaly.
They now employ 75 people and
have an annual turnover of IR£4
million.

_

• Pictured at the Grant Engineering exhi?ition to introduce the. Grant
Easy-Clean triple pass boilers to the trade m the Green Isle I-!0tel. m June
were: Mr. Stephen Grant, Managing Director, Grant Engmeer~ng ~td;
Paschal Troy and Joe Conroy, Sales Representatives, Grant Engmeermg.

Lime Fighter
McGovern Engineering have been
appointed sole distributors in the
32 Counties for "Rotomag" and
"Lime Fighter" water conditioners.
These products could be of immense value in the fight against
scale formation in expensive plant
and machinery with the added
benefit of no chemicals used.
Rotomag electromagnetic water
conditioning principle - Water
passing through the Rotomag at a
predetermined flow rate is exposed
to intense controlled magnetIc activity. This results in the solids
(calcium, magnesium etc,) becoming less adhesive, thereby
eliminating the build-up of hard

cale. Rotomag will also remove
existing scale from all surfaces in
contact with the conditioned
water.
It is ideal for larger buildings
whose secondary hot water piping
and heat exchangers have a build
up of scale. Seven models are
available with sizing based on flow
rate.
Lime Fighter principle - The
Lime Fighter contains permanent
magnets and will handle flow. rates
up to 2 gpm. This makes 11 SUllable
for combination bOIlers, multlpoin~~aters or electric showers.

• Lime Fighter, now available from McGovern Engineering.
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Performance of Domestic
Heating Systems
Gas central heating emerged as being the most efficient, in terms of
getting the highest proportion of
energy out of the fuel used according to the report Performance of

Domestic Heating

Systems

published in June by An Foras
Forbartha. Oil central heating had
second best performance while fitting a firefront to the traditional
back boiler system can make an
enormous difference.
These are the general findings of
a most interesting experiment - in
fact the most comprehensive study
of heating system performance
ever carried out in Ireland. The
heating systems were studied in a
pair of semi-detached houses, with
a computer monitoring their performance and controlling equipment to pull the curtains, draw off
. hot water and, in general, simulate
realistic living conditions in the
houses.
The study was partly funded by
the EEC with additional funding
from the Department of Energy.
The houses in which experimental
work was carried out were provided by the National House Building
Guarantee Scheme. This is how the
performance of each system was
rated:
The oil-fired boiler was capable
of heating the houses quickly, but
in spite of having the lowest rating
available at the time, the output
was too high for the heat demands
of the house. Hence the boiler
operated at reduced efficiency. A
sea onal efficiency of some 60070
would be expected from this boiler
in this type of house.
The gas-fired boiler, having an
output rating more closely matched to the heat demands of the
house, performed well in terms of
efficiency. A seasonal efficiency of
up to 70070 cou Id be ex pected from

this type of boiler in this type of
house.
The High Output Back Boiler on
an open fire had difficulty in
achieving its maximum output
rate. It could be achieved, but only
after a lighting period of one and a
half to two hours and a burning
rate of 2.2 kg of coal per hour. The
efficiency achieved varied with firing conditions, but was typically
around 35070. To maintain the efficiency at this level the boiler had to
be cleaned every day.
Fitting a firefront to the back
boiler increased the efficiency, on
average, to almost 47070. Taking
capital costs into account, this improvement is cost effective.
A basic temperature control
system, comprising a single room
thermostat in the hall, was not
capable of providing satisfactory
temperatures when the houses were
partially and intermittently heated.
An improved system, comprising
thermostatic radiator valves on all
radiators and a flow sensor controlling the pump, resulted in a
marked improvement in performance, with achieved temperatures
closely
matching
desired
temperatures in heated areas and
reduced unwanted temperaturts
variation.
The current volatile situation in
the prices of domestic fuels makes
it difficult to make any definite
comparisons between running
costs of the heating systems
studied. For example, the recent
reductions in oil and coal prices
have eroded the cost advantage
which gas had over them when the
analysis of the results was undertaken. However, the Study provides a framework within which
comparisons can be made of the
cost effectiveness of different fuels
for domestic heating.

Schwank Appointments

• Recent new appointments to the Schwank Board (L to R): Jim Fitzwaiter; Alan Cox; Jim CunUffe and (seated) Dr E Lannigan, Managing
Director.
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H& V Review Show
With over half of the available
stands already booked, Heating &
Ventilating Review's exhibition to
be held at the Burlington, Dublin
in September, looks certain to be a
sellout once again. The Review's
fifth Dublin sho v is taking place at
this popular venue on Tuesday
September 2nd and Wednesday
September 3rd. The opening hours
are 10.30 until 8.00p.m. on the
first day and 10.30 ti1l6.00p.m. on
the second day.
Among the companies that have
already booked stands are: Crane,
Actionair, IMI Bailey Birkett,
Tanks & Drums, Grundfos
Pumps, Hattersley Newman
Hender, Unidare, Manning and

EXPOCLIMA From 3 to 7 November next, the
Brussels Exhibition Centre will be
hosting Expoclima - the European Fair for refrigeration,
heating, ventilation, air conditioning, vacuum cleaning and drying.
Expoclima is an event of major
importance in the trade fair calendar being the first fair of its type
organised on a truly European
scale. Expoclima - Brussels is copromoted by CECOMAF (the
European Committee of Manufacturers of Refrigeration Equipment)
and EUROVE T (the European
Committee of Air Handling and
Air Conditioning Equipment
Manufacturers). Also contributing
to the success of Expoclima are:
VDMA from West Germany,
AN1MA from Italy, ANEFRYC
and AVEC from Spain, H IVAC

et al.: Irish H & V News

Usher plus many others.
This H & V show has now
achieved a good track record as
not only a sales medium for the industry, but also an excellent
meeting point as well.
Previous events have been particularly attractive to the commercial contractor and specifier as well
as the dome tic imtaller and this is
a trend that will continue with our
'86 show.
Bar and buffet services will be
operating throughout the show.
For further information contact
Russ Jackson, Travelling Exhibitions Ltd, I11 St. James's Road,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TH.
Telephone: (031) 684 4082.

BRUSSELS
from Britain, VLA and NKl from
Holland, ATIC from Belgium and
many other associations lOO
numerous to mention. The whole
event is being managed and erviced by the Brussels International
Trade Fair.
Three hundred firms have between them already been allocated
stands o;;cupying over 7,000 sq. m
of exhibition space, and options
are being taken up daily by many
more. And while the Belgian home
market is displaying keen interest,
40010 of firm bookings received to
date from other European countries.
For further details about Expoclima, please contact: Brussels
International Trade Fair, Place de
Belgique, 1020 Brussels, (Tel:
02/478.48.60); Telex: 23.643.

Lennox Appointments
Lennox Industries, the Basingstoke HVAC manufacturer, has
made two key appointments from
within their organisation. With effect from I July last, Bill Skinner is
Sales Manager, UK and Ireland,
while Brian Carter undertakes a
similar role in Europe.
Both are very well known within
the industry. Carter, who joined
Lennox shortly after the company
was formed in Croydon over 25
years ago, served as Eastern Area
Manager and more recently was
responsible for promoting Lennox
to major national retail organisations.
Bill Skinner's appointment is
viewed by Lennox as crucial to
their dealer development programme. With valuable experience
gained over ten years as Area
Manager, Midlands operaions, he
will head up the Lennox regional
sales network throughout the UK
and Ireland. Relevant headquarters support functions, including the sales desks and application engineers, will l;;; integrated

under Skinner to provide maximum assistance to dealers in the
application, selection, and use of
the Lennox range of packaged
equipment.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

forthe'
Heating
Contractor
Calling all heatrng contractors - Win a fortnight for two
In the Cananes. plus £.100 spending money, In the
eXCiting Grundfos Holiday Bonanza promotion
which IS limited exclUSively to heating contractors.
Participation is Simple. For every three green UPS15-45
labels, you are entitled to one entry (see below) in the
open draw which will be conducted by Bob Couchman,
President. IDHE. at a speCial reception in the Grundfos
headquarters, Strllorgan. Co. Dublin. on 17 October next.
Closing date for receipt of entnes IS a week earlier. 10
October. Any number of entries can be submitted
provided they are each accompanied by three labels.

Merchants/Counter Sales Staff
You too can win a Similar holiday. All you have to do IS
ensure your name appears In the appropnate place (see
below) on the winning entry. Get cracking and good
luck!

----------------------------------X

Contractors Name

_

Address

_

Tel:

_

Merchant's/Counter Staffs Name - - - - - Address

.

Tel:

_

All entries to be returned to:catherlne Walshe, Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd.
Unit 34, Stlllorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin

Irish H& V News, July/September /986
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Irish Distillers
Choose

Ham worthy
Irish Distillers of Middleton have
recently completed an extensive
upgrading of their steam raising
plant, enabling either natural gas
or heavy fuel to be used. The
theme adopted in the system design
and equipment selection was one
of energy conservation; operating
efficiency being a prime target of
the conversion project. The boiler
plant at Middleton comprises three
twin-furnace firetube boilers, each
rated at 60,00 pph evaporation,
with a working pressure of 125
psig.
The combustion equipment
selected by Irish Distillers was the
AW Dual Fuel Burner, manufactured by Hamworthy Engineering
Ltd (Irish agents are C & F Ltd).
Hamworthy was also appointed as
main contractor for system design
and to supply, install and commission.
Two Hamwor,hy AWO 30 dual
burners designed to fire either
natural gas or heavy fuel oil have
been installed on each boiler. The
equipment gives full boiler duty on
either fuel. Each boiler is provided
with controls which give programmed start up and shut down and
also adjustment of the firing rate
as dictated by load demand.
Fuel/air ratio control is maintain-

• The rear of the boilers and the economiser installation as provided by
Ham worthy for Irish Distillers in Middleton.
ed through a mechanical linkage of
robust design, with minimum
hysterisis.
The burners installed on the site
have been fitted with an oxygen
trimming device, which provides
fine control on the fuellair ratio.
Flue gas conditions are monitored
by oxygen measurement and
through the control system the
position of the air damper is adjusted relative to the fuel control
valve setting.
Normally, the major efficiency

HAGS Prize
For Swan Plant

• Tony Flynn, Swan Plant Hire, Ballymount Road, Dublin 12, was the
recent winner of the Calor Kosangas sponsored HAGS (Hire Association
Golf Society) outing. The golf outing, which was well attended by the industry, took place in Delgany Golf Club.
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loss from a boiler plant is due to
heat in the flue gases, which is
typically in the range of 15010 to
20010. Irish Distillers have considerably reduced this loss to a
minimum.
Economisers have been fitted to
each boiler, designed to recover
2,750,000 Btu/hr from the flue gas
by transfer of the heat to the boiler
feed water. Isolating and bypass
dampers are fitted, allowing the
economisers to be in circuit when
gas firing but bypassed on oil fir-

Switch to
Natural Gas
Completed
The Greater Dublin Area was fully
supplied with natural gas (2 July)
as the final stage of the natural gas
conversion programme commenced in Bray.
The last remaining supply of
towns gas was burned off last
month in a series of "flare-offs" in
the Bray area. Similar flare-offs
have taken place throughout
Dublin over the past two years as
weekly conversion got underway in
each of the 85 sectors.
The conversion programme
commenced in Walkinstown in
May 1984 and since then gas appliances in Dublin's 120,000 gas-'
using homes have been adapted to
use natural gas.
With the end of conversion, gas
manufacturing at the Pearse Street
gas works, where gas has been produced since 1825, also ceases.
From now on, the natural gas supply to the Greater Dublin Area will
be met by a computer controlled
supply system transferring the gas
from the Kinsale Head Field
directly into the Dublin network.

ing in order to prevent acid de
point corrosion problems.
The monitoring system for the
boiler plant was also upgraded,
allowing for data collection and
improvements in the energy
management system.
At Irish Distillers, as a result of
using latest burner technology and
addition of energy conservation
equipment - namely economisers,
oxygen trim and energy management - there has been an increase
in efficiency of 6010.

Portable
High-Pressure
Pumps
H & R Cleaners Ltd, a Dublinbased industrial contract cleaning
company, is now introducing nationally a comprehensive range
unique portable high-pressur
cold-water pumps. The company
has reached agreement with
Friedrichs Pumps (UK) Ltd of
Stroud, Gloucestershire, to market
Friedrichs' pumps throughout
Ireland. It will exhibit and
demonstrate models at the Royal
Dublin Spring Show, May 4-8.
Exceptionally powerful for their
size and weight, Friedrichs' pumps
are capable of superseding more
bulky and heavy hot-water systems
in many applications. Their combination of performance and portability makes Friedrichs' pumps
suitable for a wide range of applications in industry, agriculture
and the home, from pressure
washing to sandblasting.
H & R Cleaners beli~ve the
pumps will not only cope successfully with all cleaning needs for
which high-pressure water is normally used in service industries,
farming, engineering and construction but that this unique combination of features will make them
highly competitive.
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• Attending the annual Roof Units Group Lld distributors conference, staged during the recent HEVA C Exhibition, pictured outside the
Stone Manor Hotel - Dan Chambers, Dan Chambers Lld (3rd from left, front row); Frank Kelly of Dan Chambers Lld (1st on left,
front row); Ray Ball, Chairman, Roof Units Group Lld (5th from right, front row); and Ra)' Stokes, Managing Director, Roof Units
(standing right of Dan Chambers).

VIKING CENTRIFUGAL FANS

HIGH EFFICIENCY WITH
LOW NOISE LEVELS
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720448
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

The Viking range of double and single
inlet centrifugal fans, both backward and
forward curved, are probably the most
proven and technologically advanced in
Europe today.
Offered from stock in nine sizes, the fan
is compact in design with high efficiency
and low sound levels, driven by an ultra
reliable motor with a 2 year guarantee.
The Viking centrifugal fan range is
supported by a most advanced computer
fan selection service, a comprehensive list of
ancillaries: and a UK National distributor
network.
The prestigious BSI sets the rigorous
standards for quality control and Roof
Units Group is a BSI registered firm in
accordance with BS5750 Part 1 for the
design and manufacture of ventilation
equipment
Viking centrifugal fans - air
movement at its best

Peartree House. Peartree Lane, Oudley, West Midlands OY2 OQU. U.K.
let: No: Brieriey Hilt 10384) 74062.letex: No: 335696 RUNltS G.
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RSR

'Co-Link Surpasses
All Expectations'

After an extensive series of field
trials and careful monitoring of all
systems installed, the new Co-Link
system first introduced to the
marketplace a little over two years
ago is surpassing all expectations.
Until recently Co-Link has not
been forcefully promoted to any
great extent but now, following
RSR Engineering's involvement
with the system, all that has changed. Managing Director Tom Shaw
has always been a great believer in
Co-Link and his efforts of the last
12 months in particular have
resulted in many installations.
The basic features of Co-Link
include such advantages as quick
heat-up time, unique safety
features, elimination of problems
such as air build up, extension of
the life of the boiler, and so on.
These are features which save the
end-user money but there are also
many advantages to the installer,
not least of which is the simplicity

of installation and the initial cost
saving of anything from £100 to
£150, depending on the type of
house concerned.
The actual system itself is made
to the highest specifications using
advanced engineering techniques
and high-quality materials. It is
designed with internal connections
that greatly assist in gravity circulation when the pump is running
with the neutral point remaining at
the boiler. In size it is approximately one foot square by six inches deep and is provided with its
own fixing bracket for any vertical
surface.
There are many other features
and advantages which can be attributed to the system but, rather
than do that, Irish H&V ews intends to carry a "case study" in
out next issue. In this manner we
can evaluate precisely just how
much the many claims for Co-Link
live up to the forecast benefits.

Rotary Expansion
The Rotary Group has acquired
Proud & Sons Ltd of Chester, a
long-established
firm
of
mechanical and electrical engineers
and contractors.

The full range of Rotary's services will now be available from
this location and considerable expansion of the group's activities in
the North West is forecast.

Chartered
Surveyors
Re-Elect
Planning and
Development
Chairman

Company.
Appointment

The Planning and Development
Division of the Society of
Chartered Surveyors has re-elected
Stewart Harrington, of Harrington
Bannon, Chartered Surveyors, as
Chairman for the coming year.
Robert Neill, Managing Director
of Duke House Properties, has
been elected Vice-Chairman and
Brian H ughes, of Irish Li fe
Assurance Company, will continue
to act as Secretary.

• Brian Con way has been appointed Sales Representative with
Irish Roofing Felts, Dublin. Mr
Con way joins Irish Roofing Felts
as representative for the North
Western Region of Ireland Longford, Roscommon, Mayo,
Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan
and part of Louth and Meath.

Holfield
Eng Orders
H R Holfield (Engineering) Ltd.,
agents for Cochrane Boilers are
pleased to announce the following
recent boiler orders R V
Chemicals project: 10,000 PPH
WEE Chieftain; and Drogheda &
Dundalk Dairies: 2,470 PPH WEE
Chieftain .

• The recently completed Temple House Development in Blackrock, Dublin by architects J. T. Gibbons & Associates and service engineers
McArdle, McSweeney, 0 'Matley. Two five-storey, L-shaped blocks are designed to reduce the window/floor ratio and are heated by steel panel
radiators dual-fired by oil and gas.
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Heat Pump Applications in
Bivalent Heating Systems
In this abridged paper, to be presented at the
CIBSEIASHRAE Conference to be hosted in Dublin in
September of this year, Seamus Homan outlines a major
breakthrough, developed by his practice, in the analysis of
the performance of bivalent heating installations, in which
a heat pump is used as a secondary heat source in a convenThe concept of bivalent heatmg IS
not original and simply implies a
choice of heat source for the provision of the delivered energy to a
given installation. Bivalent heating
provides a degree of independence
with regard to the upply of thermal energy to a building. An installation in which the boiler is
provided with a dual burner
capable of utilising either oil or gas
is a simple example. Frequently, a
source of heat is available at a cost
which is less than that of the
primary energy source, but subject
to some re triction in operating
conditions such a less than continuous availability or perhaps
availability at some temperat ure
which is less than the design
operating temperature of the
system. This situation would apply
if, for instance, standard heat
pump units, operating at a maximum flow temperature of 55°C,
are utilised as the secondary
bivalent source on a radiator installation designed to operate
under peak load conditions at a
flow temperature in excess of this
value.
Another example would be the
use of the condenser circuit from a
refrigeration plant, or the cooling
water circuit from air compressor
plant - both of which are frequently available in abundant supply but at a temperature considerably below t he normal
design value of 83°C. This paper
analyses the effectiveness of a
secondary energy source which is
restricted to operate at a flow
temperature below thal of the
system design.
The basic requirement of a
heating installation is that it should
have sufficient power to maintain
a given, pre-selected, temperature
condition within a building when
the external temperature is at a
pre-determined design value
which, in the majority of installathroughout Ireland and
tion
Greal Britain is taken to be - 1°C.
II is interesting to note however
that the de ign external ambient
temperature will normally occur

on only a small part of the heating
season and sustained temperatures
at, or around, the design external
ambient condition are comparatively rare in practice.
In accordance with the procedures stipulated by the CIBSE
(I) an example weather year, for
the Dublin area, was selected by
Seamus Homan Associates, from
recorded meteorological data extending over thc twenty five year
period from 1957. From this data,
the year which commenced on 1st
October 1957 was selected and, for
the normal heating season of thirty
weeks duration commencing on 1st
October, Figure 1 was prepared to
indicate the number of days on
which the average external ambient
air temperature equalled or was
less than a given value. From this
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tional radiator type of heating installation. The economic
factors involved combine with a high degree of security
provided by the dual energy source in a unique way which
could have major implications on system design in years to
come.
diagram, il can be readily noted
that an average twenty four hour
temperature of - 1°C occured on
only four occasions during the entire heating season whereas the daily average temperature for 50010 of
the heating season was approximately 7°C.
Graphs of the form shown in
Figure 1 provide a convenient
means of reviewing the seasonal
energy requirement of a continuously heated building. As the
height of the vertical ordinate is
proportional to the power required
on any given day and the horizontal scale is representative of time,
the area enclosed by the graph will
be proportional to the annual
heating energy requirement,
neglecting the effect of fortuitous

heat gains. The simple profile
reproduced in Figure 1 can be
developed, to include HWS loads
and transient gains attributable to
solar, lighting, electrical equipment, occupants etc. As the vertical ordinate also represents
percentage design load, a family of
curves can be prepared to assess
energy needs in a milder, or more
severe, heating season.
This information, in itself, is of
very little practical signi ficance as
it totally ignores the fortuitous
heat gains which form an important element in the overall energy
balance. An approximation of a
more accurate energy profile could
be obtained by using Figure 1 as a
base and superimposing a
temperature rise of 2 to 8°C, as
recommended in the CIBSE
Guide. By introducing an average
value of 4°C, a revised Energy profile can be prepared as indicated in
Figure 2. II can be noticed straight
away that the inclusion of fortuitous heat gains not only reduces
the overall area beneath the graph
and thereby the seasonal heating
requirement but also shifts the
overall balance of the graph such
that the total annual heating
energy
requirement,
for
temperatures of 8°C or higher is
reduced from 84% to 77%.
A bivalent heat source can be arranged to operate in either alternative or parallel mode with the
prime heat source. Alternative
operation implies that heat source
"B" will be utilised to fully provide the entire heating requirement, of the building, for all external ambient temperatures above a
given value, which could be referred to as the Pivot Point. The
Pivot Point is therefore the lowest
external air temperature at which
water at a reduced temperature
from source B could maintain the
desired temperature level within
the building. In parallel operation,
the heat pump would be considered to provide a continuous
contribution to the load requirement throughout the heating
season. Due to circuit and other
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Example weather year
Line for milder year
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• Figure J - Heating load profile.
design considerations it is frequently not possible to consider
parallel operation of the bivalent
heat source and, for this reason,
the alternative mode of operaton is
normally preferred.
To calculate the Pivot Point, or
lowest external ambient air
temperature at which comfort conditions can be maintained within
the buiding by use of the heat
source B, the basic thermal interrelationship between building and
heating system is considered.
In a given heat pump application, the maximum waterside
operating temperature, If, will be
known but this will be of little
direct use as the basic
mathematical equations require
the mean water temperature, Iwm.
and this will relate to a given load
condition i.e. the Pivot Point, top,
which has yet to be established.
Some juxtaposition is therefore
necessary in order to relate the
Pivot Point temperature to the
maximum waterside operating
temperature of the heat pump unit.
On the assumption that the
energy from heat source B is
available at a lower cost than that
of the primary source A, a graph in
the form of Figure 2 in which a
horizontal line is drawn through
the Pivot Point temperature, will
provide some indication of the
proportion of the total annual
energy which could be provided
from a secondary source. The
method is, at best, approximate
providing, as it does, the load proportion above any given ambient
temperature which must then, in
any event, be calculated by the
standard Degree Day method. Of
more erious concern, is the fact
that, even for continously heated
buildings, the graph based on
average twenty four hour values
makes no allowance for the fact

that on a given day the ambient air
temperature may have exceeded
the Pivot Point value, thereby
making possible the use of source
B, whereas the overall average
twenty four hour value may well be
less than the Pivot Point.

Due to the fact that daytime
temperatures are almost invariably
higher that the twenty four hour
average, a graph in the form of
Figure 2 is of little use in the
analysis of the heat requirement
for intermittently heated buildings.
In this context, major factors such
as the mass and thermal response
of the
building,
system
characteristics and the evaluation
of transient heat gains all form a
major part in a dynamic analysis
which can be accurately evaluated
on an hour-by-hour basis for the
entire heating season.
The dynamic analysis of an intermittently heated building is a
complex and difficult task and,

over the years, a number of
calculation procedures have been
developed which, with varying
degrees of success, adapt building
and system theory to a form which
facilitates simplified calculation
procedures. The Admittance
Method. which forms the basis of
the CIBSE Guide and which
analyses the thermal behaviour
and
temperature changes
associated with a cyclically heated
building, is ideally suited to computer analysis by relating the thermal behaviour of the building to a
sinusoidal wave form with a I"requency 01" twenty four hours and
amplitude related to such factors
as:
5.2.1. Nature of the building
fabric;
5.2.2. Length of heating period;
5.2.3. Temperature level within
the building.
By use of the Admittance procedure, a series of equations can be
developed which analyse the thermal interaction of a given building
and heating installation, in a

Development of Computer
Programme
In order to investigate the dynamic
interaction of a given building and
heating installation a computer
programme was developed by
Seam us Homan Associates which
evaluates the total annual heating
energy requirement on an hour-byhour basis and apportions this to
three possible modes of system
operation as follows:
6.1.1. Supply of total energy requirement from a standard boiler
plant;
6.1.2. Supply of energy from a
dynamically operated heat pump
whenever the external ambient
temperature equals or exceeds the
pivot point with heat being provided on all ot her occasions by the
central boiler plant;
6.1.3. As for 6.1.2. but with
secondary heat supply from an insulated thermal storage vessel
which is heated, over night, by a
heat pump operating on off-peak
tariff.
Whereas application 6.1.3. by
availing of off-peak tafiff, exploits the heat pump potential to a
maximum, allowance must of
course be made for the inevitable
reduction in water flow
temperature, due to storage losses
and internal mixing. The reduced
water temperature, available from
the tore will, of course, elevate the
pivot point temperature and, for
this reason, separate analysis must
be performed for the dynamic and
storage modes of operation.
With data for a typical office
building, located in Dublin, the
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Method of Calculation
and Total annual energy GJ

Heat PumpDegree Days

Computer Model

Apl!.lications
in Bivalent
Heating~J!.stems
Continued.

Mode of
Operation
Ful 1 Solar
Al lowance

1292

1543

1397

Intermittant
5 days Iwk ,.
8 hid occupied

690

889

866

Intermittant
5 days/wk,
4 hid occupied

580

654

710

Continuous

, • Figure 3 programme was set to simulate
various heating modes of operation and the resultant total annual
energy requirement wa compared,
as summarised in Figure 3 with
values obtained by the tandard

Reduced
Solar
Al lowance

Comparison of total annual energy requirement,

Degree Day method.
As can be noted, the results
compare remarkably well and indicate lhat the dynamic analysis
method can be used with confidence. Interestingly, the results

.llustrate the effect of solar radiation on a building, during the
heating season, in a manner which
could never be evaluated by the
Degree Day method. In general, it
can be noted that the Degree Day

results compare closely with those
obtained with reduced allowance
for solar radiation, that is by
allowing North orientation solar
gain on all facades thereby
simulating the performance of a

.......

ROBlVthe hallmarkof the
world's finest boilers.
Throughout the UK and across the world the Robey range of
boilers are renowned for their superior standards of engineering,
efficient performance, reliability and long working life.
Gas, oil or coal fired they are the ideal investment for engineers
requiring 1000 to 70,0001bs/hr of steam, or equivalent hot water
duties, for process or heating.
With back up services, including system design, the commissioning of
equipment, aftersales service and spares, we have the resources, the
experience and the reputation to fulfil your requirements.
Take a good look at the Robey range of boilers from
Babcock Robey.

~i!.1

S LCombustion Services Ltd
156/158 CA5TLEREAGH ROAD. BELFAST BT5 5FT.. TEL: 0232 59282/56116. Telex: 747241 SLG.
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Mode of
Operat ion

Heat

IF) ow pivot Mono-

Source

valent
~emp. Point system

Intermittant Boi I er
5 days/week
Heat PumF
8 hrs/day
occupancy
Store
Total
Intermittant Boi) er
5 days/week
Heat Pumr
8 hrs/day
Store
Total
Intermittant Boiler
5 days/week
Heat Pum~
8 hrs/day
Store
Total
Boil er
Continuous
Heat Pumc
Store
Total

or.

or.

83

-

55

9.9

50

11. 6

:..

-

70
55
50

6.5
8.8

Bi-valent
System with
Dynamic Heat
Pumo
Annual %
Annual Energy Annual
Energy
GJ
Energy
GJ
764
889
86
-

125

14

-

-

62

2.02

77

-

48
889
684

5
100

25

1.92

47

-

-

77

-

-

-

-

889
889

889
889

100
53

-

-

47

-

-

Bi-valent
System
SYSTEM
with Thermal
DETAILS
Store
Annual
%
Energy Sea- Heat
Capacity
Energy Annual to
sonal pump
of stora~e
GJ
Energy heat
COP
rating vessel m
pump
kW
841
95
-

-

-

-

222

23
100
61

III

336
193

-

-

65

-

889
889

889
889

100
31

205
889
540

55
50

4.5
7.3

-

-

69

-

-

-

889
1543

889
654
889

100
42
58

349
889
1126

39
100

417
1543

27
100

-

65
55
50

-

4.5
7.3

-

-

1543

1543

100

73

-

-

1. 89
1.85

-

-

1.84
1. 81

-

490
228

1.81
1.83

• Figure 4 -
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-
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134
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118
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153

-

Comparison of Energy Requirement.

The natural choice

A real alternative! An economical and efficient choice! That's FloGas LPG - providing Northern Ireland with a
reliable source of energy to meet its industrial needs. And providing management with all these advantages:
• It is highly versatile and easily controllable • It can be directly fired to give instant power for heating and
manufacturing. It has no wastage "warming up" or "cooling down" • It is clean burning and sulphur-free
• It has an outstanding back-up service • The modern, most economical fuel for fork lift trucks and cars
FloGas (NI) Ltd. Alanbrooke Park
Alanbrooke Road, Belfast. Tel: 790088
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single zone heating installation
with the outside detector located in
on the North face. Due, however,
to the comparatively wide basis of
building and system classification
with the Degree Day method, further comparison, at this stage, is
unproductive.
Based on data obtained from the
computer print-out, Figure 4 indicates the heat requirement for
the sample building and also the
amount of heat which could be
provided by either a dynamically
operated heat pump or from a
thermal store with regeneration by
heat pump during t he period of
off-peak tariff. The conditions are
those which relate to the normal
design of a radiator heating installation in Britain or in Ireland in
which the flow and return
temperatures under peak load condition are 83°C and 71°C respectively.
By reducing the design load
system now temperature, the effectiveness of the heat pump
bivalent source is increased as can
be noted from the second mode of
operation in Figure 4 which is based on data similar in all respects to
that already used except that the
design load flow and ret urn
temperatures are reduced to

Mode
of
Operation
Intermittent
5 days/wk
8 hrs/day
Intermittent
5 days/wk
8 hrs/day

I

65155°C respectively. Under these
conditions the dynamic heat pump
could provide 47010 of the annual
heat requirements or, alternatively
the thermal storage system could
provide 23%.
Figure 5 summarises the cost
data relating to a selection of
operating modes. It can readily be
appreciated that whereas the
dynamic mode permits greater use
of the heat pump, the overall
economic choice, based on the current tariff structure, invariably
favours the storage system.
From the data summarised in
Figure 4 & 5, it can be noted that
the merits of providing a heat
pump bivalent system would require careful analysis for any given
building. Based on the current
relationship between the cost of
electricity and other energy forms,
there would certainly seem to be
little point in adding a heat pump
a a retrofit bivalent source to a
heating system designed for a now
temperature appreciably in excess
of 65°C. On new installations, the
careful selection of system
operating temperatures could well
result in a heat pump bivalent
system which offers a high degree
of operating economy combined
with the nexibility offered by two
completely independent energy

Heat

Flow

Source

Temp

Boiler
Heat Pump
Total
Boiler
Heat Pump
Total
Boiler

Intermittent
5 days/wk.
8 hrs/day

Heat Pump

Continuous

Total
Boiler

Decisions....
.... not on
economic
factors
alone!

The Consulting Engineering practice of Seamus Homan Associates
has, since its formation in 1978,
earned a justifiably enviable
reputation for engineering design
expertise. In 1982 the practice was
awarded the coveted Mullins
Medal of the Institution of
Engineers of Ireland and in 1985
they were the only Consulting
practice to receive an award in the
IIRS sponsored Energy Management of the Year Competition.

System and Annual Energy Cost £IR

Monovalent

83
A
70
A

65

Bivalent
-dynamic

Bivalent
thermal store

8075

6937

7636

-

1487

273

8075
8075

8424
4258

7909
6210

-

5324

1212

8075
8075

9582
2470

7422
4903
-

Heat Pumo
Total
Note;

sources. The choice between the installation of a dynamic heat pump
or a unit operating through thermal storage is essentially an
economic one which relates the additional capital cost of the storage
vessel and ancillary components,
allowing for the reduced effectiveness of the storage installation
to the savings in electrical energy
auributable to off-peak tariff
operation.
Due to the current depressed oil
market. the merits of heat pump
bivalency are perhaps economically questionable. The delicate and
somewhat precarious nature of the
energy market in recent years
however, has firmly established
that decisions on matters of this
kind should not be made on
economic factors alone.

A
65
A

-

8057

2107

8075
14010

10527
5940

7010
10223

-

11756
17696

2494
12716

14010

1."A"denotes 55°C flow from heat pump, 50 G e from store
2. Energy and seasonal efficiency data as per computer
input dats - Fig. 5
• Figure 5 -

Heating Energy Cost Analysis.
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laCe la laCe
with Tom Lynskey & Michael Curley

. Breaking Into Britain
With Ireland's property and construction industry on its knees. it is
hardly surprising that droves of property developers. architects.
surveyors. engineers. contractors. sub-contractors and graduates of
all persuasions have been packing their bags and heading for
South-East England. Opportunities are certainly better there than
here right now. but the streets are still not paved with gold and
contracts are not there simply for the asking. Neil Steedman talked
to Tom Lynskey cmd'Michael Curley who have recently acquired
Swindon Heating.
On 1st February 1986, Tom
Lynskey and Michael Curley,
Chairman and Managing Director
respectively of Dublin-based
mechanical services contractors
T.E. Lynskey Ltd., acquired 80%
of the shareholding in Swindon
Heating Installations Ltd. of
Wiltshire, England. It was not an
overnight decision but rather a
satisfactory outcome of timeconsuming and expensive research
undertaken during the previous
two years.
The fact that the time and
expense could be afforded was in
turn the result of 22 years of
building u'p a successful company
in Ireland. T.E. Lynskey Ltd.
started in 1964 in small offices,
stores 'and a builder's yard in
Artane, and from beginnings in the
domestic market steadily grew to
be one of the largest in the
country. By 1981 they had bought
a site and built their own facility
(Ginger House) in Baldoyle

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss4/1
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Industrial Estate, Dublin 13, but at
the time of the move they were not
to know that six months later they
were to have an even more hectic
life. Having just settled into their
new premises, they took over the
management of the troubled
Burlington Engineering Ltd.•
finished all the contracts on hand,
then successfully broke it up into
various parts and paid off the
creditors.
Some staff were absorbed into
the Baldoyle company while the
maintenance section continues to
trade successfully all over the
country as Burlington Engineering
Ltd. from 5 Lansdowne Hall.
Lansdowne Road, Dublin 4. (Tom
Lynskey says the offices are also
handy if you want to hear the roar
of the crowd at rugby matches!).
In 1982 their thoughts turned
overseas to Saudi Arabia where a
wholly-owned subsidiary, T.E.
Lynskey (Overseas) Ltd., became
involved in management work in
conjunction with a property
developer. This operation was
handled by Michael Curley from
Dublin, but with frequent visits to
Saudi, and provided the company
with much useful experience.
However, they decided to get out
of Saudi Arabia two years ago as,
according to Tom Lynskey,
"although we didn't lose any
money, we didn't make much
either. "
Although the Irish company was
still going strong ("even 1985 was
one of our most successful years"),

the general trend in Ireland's
construction industry in 1984 was
still rapidly downwards so they
turned their overseas attentions
nearer home and began looking in
England and talking with Coras
Trachtala, where John
McGloughlin was particularly
helpful.

"

'Altho l1
didll't 1 gh
rh

oSe

We
ally

."lOlley
didll't we
11111ch ~ake
eUher. "

Early on, they decided that "going
in cold" would be much the same
as, if not more difficult than,
starting up from scratch here in
Ireland. As Tom Lynskey so
succinctly puts it: "We may be big
fish here but we are not even
pinkeens over there." They
therefore started to look for an
existing company or partner in
South-East England.
They also decided against
London itself and to move into a
provincial town where they could
acquire a bigger profile. This
decision further emphasised the
need to "buy into" an existing
company as all the local
consultants would inevitably have
long-established relationships with
existing contractors. Another
advantage would be that an
existing company would be on the
various panels for work allocation,
particularly that of the Property
Services Agency.
So, with a secure base in
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Ireland, the parameters of a move
into South-East England
established, and with someone "on
the ground" briefed to keep an eye
and ear out for opportunities, they
watched and waited.
Three possibilities came up,
were examined and then rejected.
Then a large group, with inferests
in property development, civil
engineering, building contracting
and mechanical services
contracting, folded. Irish building
contractors G. & T. Crampton
Ltd., acquired the building
contracting company, R. J.
Leighfield & Sons Ltd., together
with its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Swindon Heating Installations Ltd.
Cramptons in turn offered
Swindon Heating to T.E. Lynskey
Ltd. in late 1985 and by the end of
January 1986 it had been agreed
that Tom Lynskey and Michael
Curley, as individuals, would take
over 80% of the shareholding, with
Cramptons retaining the other
20%.
The former director and general
manager, Robert Day, has been
appointed Managing Director and
25 of the existing staff, including a
small design office, have been
retained. The Dublin office will, of
course, be able to provide an
engineering, drawing office and
pricing back-up service.
Swindon Heating is 25 years old
this year and has carried out

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

mechanical services contracts
throughout the South-East, SouthWest and Midlands ("from London
to Bristol and up to Birmingham").
All types of contract up to ST£2.5
million have been undertaken,
including a wide variety of
industrial and commercial
projects, police stations, schools

"w;el11

big fiSh ay be
bUt h, here
"Ye ar
eVen P' e nOt
'Inkeens
oVer tl...
J.1ere. "

and old people's homes.
It is early days yet, but what
differences have been noticeable?
Tom Lynskey does not take long to
reply: "The work practices and
regulations are different of course
- which is another good reason to
buy an existing company and
retain the staff - but the
apprenticeship training does not
seem to be as good as AnCO's.

"Also, there is a very strong
desire on the part of consultants to
use British products, perhaps even
stronger than the "Buy Irish" trend
here at home, and this is facilitated
by the wide range of British
manufactured products available.
We are used to many Continental
products here which they've never
heard of in England. However, we
do hope to use Irish-manufactured
products wherever possible."
Last year was a good one for
T.E. Lynskey Ltd. and they have
been involved in a number of
medium-sized contracts, including
a dozen or so hospitals, but the
next 12 months is seen as a
challenging time as contracts are
being completed and new work
now coming up will not get them
on to site until next year.
However, with Burlington
Engineering Ltd. and now Swindon
Heating Installations Ltd.
providing extra strings to their
bow, Tom Lynskey and Michael
Curley can look forward with
greater confidence than many
others.

• Tom Lynskey, Chairman
and Michael Curley.
Managing Director of
T E Lynskey Ltd.
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BTU GOLF .. ·.. BTU GOLF

Captain's Day
sponsored by
BSS
Despite the unfavourable weather
conditions of the last few weeks,
Tony De1aney was lucky for his
Captain's Day in Dun Laoghaire
Golf Club last month'. For most of
the 60 plus participants the rain
held off and, while the elements
could have been kinder, they did
not prevent an excellent day's enjoyment being had by all.
The large turnout reflected the
high standing of the Captain and
the beautiful prizes presented by
outing sponsors BSS were fitting to
the occasion.
Scores on the day were also fairly good with the eventual winner of
the Captain's Prize, Michael

Devoy, turning in a fine performance.
As one would expect, the course
was in excellent condition with the
service in the club house also up to
the same standard, as indeed was
the meal provided for all the participants and their guests.

• Brendan Stack, BSS, who sponsored the outing and Captain Tony
Delaney pictured at the highly successful Captain's outing at Dun
Laoghaire Golf Club.

• Dermot Murphy, General Manager, Grundfos, presenting Tony
Delaney, BTU Captain with a sample from the set of pullovers donated
by the company prior to the BTU team's victorious trip to Belfrey.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss4/1
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FOOTNOTE: Once again H&V
ews would like to congratulate all
the members of the team who performed so well at the Belfry to bring home the trophy to Ireland. By
any standards it was an extraordinary performance with each
team member playing to the very
limits of their capabilities .

• Michael Devoy, winner of the Captain's Day outing, with the Captain
of the Society, Tony Delaney and the Captain of Dun Laoghaire Golf
Club, Eamonn Mongey.
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BTU GOLF .... BTU GOLF

Other Prize
Winners
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Recent Developments in
the Insulation Market
Some important changes in the approach to standards in
Ireland have been taking place in 1985 and 1986, with their
full impact to be felt in coming years, writes Patrick Duffy
of Moy Insulation Ltd.

The National Standards Authority
was formed, within the lIRS, in
1985 and has responsibility for
drawing up Irish Standards and for
certification. This was a long overdue step which should mark the
beginning of a focus on quality
rather than simply on price. In
mid-1986 an Irish Board of Agrement is under formation; again
this move should be welcomed by
the construction industry as well as
the public. Too often in the past,
Irish manufacturers have seen
standards aand standards' bodies
in negative terms, as providing
protection against imports, rather
than in positive terms as a badge of
approval, as a way of improving
their own manufacturing and applications standards, and as a
means of entry into other markets.
The Irish Board of Agrement
should make it possible for Irish
manufacturers of building
materials to enter the approvals list
throughout Europe and at the
same time it should help to sort out
those materials for which Agrement Certificates are issued in
other countries, which may be
totally suitable for application in
different climatic conditions, but
where great care is needed in their
use in our damp and windy conditions.
These are not exciting times in
terms of demand for insulation
productions - the downturn in the
construction industry is well
known and may be with us for
longer than we expected even a
year ago. The fall in the cost of
energy has encouraged some shortterm thinkers to consider elinimation the use of insulation where
they can get away with it - luckily
most specifiers and customers
recognise that the cheapest time to
include insulation is at the design
and construction phase and that
energy prices are not likely to remain low forever.

• The new Moytherm glass fibre cavity wall isulation is easy to handle
and cut. As the photograph shows, it is rigid enough to hold its shape for
life yet flexible enough to bend around corners and ensure a close fit thermal "envelope" for the life of the building.
European Trends
In Europe, the mineral fibre industry has largely carried out its
rationalisation programme, with
closures of capacity in the UK,
France, West Germany and the
Scandanavian countries in particular. There has been a decrease
in the number of plastic foam producers too, with many small
polystyrene firms closing, the
outlook in Europe now appears to
be for a relatively stable construction demand, possibly with slight
growth, over the next few years.
Two of the insulation manufacturers in Ireland, Shelter Insulation (urethane) and Moy Insulation (glass fibre) are now heavily
dependent on exports to the UK or
elsewhere, while the Northern
Ireland market continues to be of
great importance to polystyrene
producers such as Southern
Chemicals. The continued demand

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol25/iss4/1
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in Europe will be of some comfort
to these companies while the Irish
market remains in a depressed
state.
There is little change in the
number of manufacturers serving
the Irish market. Southern
Chemicals (the first major insulation producer in Ireland) and
Litepac continue to dominate the
expanded polystyrene market,
Shelter Insulations remains the
main producer of urethane with
Polycomp producing more
specialised urethane products such
as a composites and roof-to-fall,
while Moy Insulation remains the
only manufacturer of noncombustible insulation. In the pipe
insulation area, Polyflex is still the
only product produced in Ireland.
New Products
With the exception of Moytherm,

there are few new products, if any,
on offer from Irish companies i
the insulation area. Moytherm is
glass fibre cavity wall insulation,
available both for full-fill and
partial-fill in batt form, on which
the British Board of Agrement
Certification is now being issued,
and which has been evaluated by
the lIRS.
In the European market,
likewise, there are few interesting
new insulation products. External
wall insulation continues to be
quite a significant market in continental Europe; although these
systems convey considerable
benefits, they suffer from the
disadvantage of altering the external appearance of a building
(sometimes
perhaps
an
advantage!), require very careful
installation to avoid subsequent
problems, and at an installed cost
of the order of £40 per square
metre, only a ~mall number of installations have been carried out i
Ireland. Again on the continen
there is an interesting new insulation material available from
Wacker or West Germany, called
Wacker WDS; this is a glass-fibre
material of very low thermal conductivity (about 0.02 W/mk). In
contrast to foam plastics, whose
thermal conductivity deteriorates
as they age, this is a stable
material. It appears that it will find
a niche in the insulation market,
although perhaps not a major one.
It has recently been confirmed
that thermal insulation has been
used in Ireland since about 500 AD
- and I am not talking about the
thatch on cottages. Excavations
going on in Co. Antrim show
houses dating back to that time
with an inner and outer wall of
wattles using moss and straw for
insulation. There is nothing new
under the sun, but some improvements in performance have
been achieved in the meantime.
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Boiler Plant Decentralisation
Decentralisation essentially means
replacing large centralised steam or
hot water boiler plant with smaller
accurately-sized plant, installed
within or adjacent to the buildings
or systems they serve.
The advantages are as follows:
- Complete or significant reduction in distribution losses. It is a
far more energy-efficient proposition to run a gas main 300 yards
than to run a steam or hot water
main 300 yards;
- Efficiency from plant sizing.
Plant can be accurately sized to
meet a specific duty.
This applies particularly when a
"split" or "seperate system" is used, separating heating and hot
water services. Boilers and water
heaters can be used each sized for a
specific duty rather than the
"traditional" boiler /calorifier
system, which attempts to reconcile the conflicting requirements of
a seasonably variable heating load
with a relatively constant hot water
load.
- Flexibility - lack of reliance on
large central plant;

- Control - individual systems
or buildings with variable occupancy or working conditions can
be accurately controlled and
monitored;
Split systems in particular overcome potential problems that
might arise from the u e of
sophisticated energy saving controls, which compensate flow
termoeratures and optimise plant
start 'and shutdown periods.
- Maintenance and manning co ts
invariably decentralisation
reduces both manning and
maintenance costs for although
decentralisation means more units,
they tend to be smaller and more
easily maintained, not requiring
the manning levels of say, an older
centralised steam boilerhouse;
- Reduction in stored hot water
- the use of high output water
heaters invariably gives a significant reduction in the amount of
stored domestic hot water. Boiler
calorifier systems are sized on
storage - invariably oversized whilst water heaters are sized on
output to meet a specific duty.
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Split Systems
A "split system" is exactly what is
says it is - a system where the
heating and DHWS element are
split or separated and controlled

eA localised or decentralised boilerhouse using Hamworthy Dr Water Heaters and Mur Modular Boilers.
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independently.
Typically, such a system would
comprise of modular boilers for
heating and an independent direct
fired water heater of heaters for
DHWS.
The advantages and benefits
from such systems are economy
and flexibility, since they overcome the problems or disadvantages of traditional boiler calorifier
systems which attempt to reconcile
the conflicting requirements of
seasonably variable heating loads
with relatively constant hot water
loads.
Split systems enable both
heating and DHWS elements to be
accurately sized to meet specific
demands.
Water heaters are designed to
give a rapid response and consequently have a much lower storage
capacity than calorifiers. As a
result the standing losses are
minimal and there are no primary
losses as there would be between
boiler and calorifier.
Split systems also overcome
potential problems that might be
associated with the control of
boiler calorifier systems by
sophisticated energy saving controls which compensate boiler flow
temperatures and optimise plant
start and shutdown period.
Boilerhouse decentralisation
projects offer many ideal applications for split systems. Both
heating boilers and water heaters
can be installed in localised
boilerhouses, close to point of use
completely reducing high distribution losses.
This is particularly relevant during Summer operation, where large
centralised boilers are fired to meet
DHWS loads which can often be
far smaller than the boilerhouse
and mains losses.
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New Products & Literature

Trane Air Conditioner
Wall Mounted

.

Energy Saver

IS

PAM Electronics, a company based in Northern Ireland, has been
working for the past two years to
develop a new product to fill what
seemed to be a gap in the electronics market.
Their new "Thri ftswitch" is an
electronic device for use on immersion heaters. It switches the heater
on but only for a specified period
of time, which can be anything
from I Vz minutes to 2Vz hours.
This means that it can never be left
on indefinitely. No more going on
holiday and spoiling the sun tan
with worry lines, or spending
money on expensive phone calls
asking neighbours or loved ones to
check your home.

The whole aim of the switch is to
save energy. The switch is especially innovative in its design; until
now time control switches were
bulky unattractive pieces of hardware but the Thriftswitch is no
more obtrusive than an ordinary
dimmer switch. Fitting is made
quick and simple by a new connection concept of high current flexible leads combined with fully approved shrouded connectors. A
red light indicates when the switch
is on and because it is controlled by
a microchip rather than mechanics
it doesn't tick.
(Circle Enquiry No. 23)

Acoustic Transfer Grilles
Waterloo Air Diffusion, leading
manufacturers of specialist air terminal devices, have recently
published a new four page
A4-sized technical brochure
describing their Series DSR
acoustic transfer grilles.
Developed by Waterloo for use
where a reduction in noise transfer
of "cross-talk" from one space to
another is desired, three types of
DSR grilles are available for
mounting into partitions, doors or

• From the new range of Trane packaged air conditioners: the
attractively-finished, silent running TCW 709 is one of the series of wallmounted three-speed units covering an output span of 2k W to 8. 5k W.
With adjustable air volume, heating can be by electricity. alone .or by
reverse-cycie operation. An integral therm~stat allow~ fl~e-tunmg of
comfort conditions and incorporates electrOnic control CirCUIts to prevent
user-abuse.
(Circle Enquiry o. 26)

Pullen Range
Demand for pressurisation units
for use on heating and chilled
water systems is growing due to
both increased market sophistication and the equipment's distinct
advantages over "open vented"
systems. These advantages include
an absence of overhead feed and
expansion tanks and corresponding open veins, smaller pipe sizes,
higher temperatures and a
minimum of system corrosion.
Pullen Pumps Ltd, were one of the
first companies to package this
type of equipment, and, ome
years ago introduced their
"Pulpress" and "Mini Pulpress"
units to the market.
The addition of three new versions of "Mini Pulpress" to the existing single pump, single function
unit, now enables Pullen to offer
the most comprehensive range of
heating and chilled water
pressurisation equipment available
today.
The "Mini Pulpress" series

complements the larger more
sophisticated "Pulpress" units and
caters for the make up and
pressurisation requirements on
small, medium size LTHW and
chilled water sealed systems. The
new units comprise a twin pump
version, introduced to satisfy an
increasing demand on specifications for standby facilities and a
twin-pump combined model which
can handle pressurisation for both
heating and chilled water systems
within the same building.
A single pump combined unit
has also been added to the "Mini
Pulpress" range. Pullen's "Mini
Pulpress" units cater for fill
pressures of up to 2.4 Bar (35
Ibflin2) at operating temps up to
II Doe. They are suitable for use in
larger houses, hotels, blocks of
flats, schools, industrial and commercial premises.
(Circle Enquiry
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walls of differing thickness.
Produced for h & v contractors,
design engineers and specifiers
alike, the brochure includes a section on performance curves
together with in formation on the
dimensions, weights, finishes and
installation of the grilles. The back
cover of this concise but comprehensive publication incorporates a typical speci fication.
(Circle Enquiry No. 25)

Latest Dovre Model
Traditional open fires operate at
very low efficiency with approximately 80070 of the heat produced
disappearing up the chimney with
the flue gases. However, the new
Dovre Insert, available from Strax
Distribution Ltd, eliminates this
problem, increasing heat efficiency
three of four times - with a heat
output up to 7KW - with super
control of the rate of combustion.
Like other models in the Dovre
range, the new Insert features
ceramic glass doors and is made

from high grade cast iron,
guaranteeing durability. In addition to radiant heat, the Dovre Insert produces convected heat
through its fan assisted convection
system, based on air passing from
the front and then through a
tubular shaped structure at the re
before being discharged into t
room. The two built-in fans are
steplessly adjustable.
(Circle Enquiry No. 34)

• The new Dovre Insert with a heat output of 7K W, from Strax Distribution.
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Distribution Box
A multi-point duct, accessory aimed at simplifying th installation of
ventilation systems is now
available as a standard "off-theshelf" unit from Specialised Air
Movement Equipment of Dudley
(West Midlands).
The Iow-cost Unitex Box is a
simple distribution device used to
connect air ducts in multi-way
systems. It is sturdily-made from
heavy gauge galvanised steel with
sealed seams, and the external surface is protected by an epoxy
powder coat finish.
The Distribution Box, with one
main duct spigot and three outlet

spigots, is offered in a range of six
standard sizes from stock. The
outlet spigots can be capped if less
than three are needed for specific
installations.
Integral dampers can be fitted as
an optional extra to allow individual balancing of each connection.
The Unitex Distribution Box is
available in its standard range of
sizes to match in-line fans offered
by S.A.M.E.'s associate company,
the Roof Units Group - but can
be used on any ventilation system.
(Circle Enquiry No. 24)

Flow Measurement
Crane flow measurement and
gulating valves with flanged ends
BS4504 PN 16 are now available
in 13 sizes from 20mm to 300mm
following the introduction of an
additional five smaller sizes - 20,
25, 32, 40 and 50mm.
Crane claims that the versatility
of its range of flow measurement
and regulating valves will enable
all designers' preferences to be met
- whether for single or duo-

station systems - by standard production valves, all being suitable
for service applications up to
180°C.
Full technical specifications of
the five new valves now introduced
are contained in a full-colour
publication freely available on request.
(Circle Enquiry

Ridge Threading Machine
The Ridge Tool Company has just
unveiled the 1224 threading
machine - an innovative and versatile new threading machine for
y.," to 4" pipe. According to Ridge
Tool, the I224 represents a major
addition to its product line and accommodates more types of bolt
and pipe threads than any other
machine on the market today.
The Ridgid 1224 threads black,
galvanjzed, plastic coated and
stainless steel pipe, as well as conduit and rod, in both left and right
hand configurations. Available
with a wide range of standard
equipment and accessories, the
1224 operates quickly and efficiently by threading y.," to 2" pipe
at 36 rpm and 2V2" to 4" pipe at 12
rpm.

The machine features an induction motor combined with a V-belt
drive to ensure quiet operation,
and a special capacitor start-run
motor for threading under low
voltage conditions. In addition,
the 1224's "through-the-head" oiling system has a triple filtration
design for longer pump life and
clean threads. The system includes
a spill proof reservoir for easy
transport of the machine without
draining the oil, and a removable
tray for convenient disposal of
chips.
Other features include an integral safety foot switch, a safetyapproved power switch and a protective plastic machine cover.
(Circle Enquiry No. 21)

Glandless Pumps
Selkan Mk 11 is an extensive new
range of quietly-operating,
glandless, circulating pumps from
Holden and Brooke Ltd. All of
them, apart from the two smaller
models, have four operating
speeds to give substantial energy
savings compared with fixed speed
pumps.
In most buildings, maximum
performance from the pumps is required only for a short period during a heating cycle, so a considerable amount of money and
power can be saved by reducing
their speed outside peak demand.
The speeds can be selected manually by a ~imple adjustable plug setting or by optional automatic controls. The two smaller pumps in
the range are provided with
variable flow adjustment.
Flow quantities lo 27 litres/second .(350 gpm) an~ads to ISO

KN/m2 (50 ft) are the limits of the
range. The maximum working
pressure is 10 bar and temperatures
up to I lDoC are accommodated.
An important characteristic is the
low static head requirement to ensure the prevention of cavitation.
The four-speed Selkan Mk lI's
for heating and chilled water are
supplied either as single or twin
units. Single and twin pumps can
be interchanged because casing
dimensions and connections are interchangeable.
A special feature, contributing
to the pump's quiet maintenancefree running over a long operating
life, is the sturdy and reliable bearing arrangement in which large
balanced thrust bearings are
lubricated by a continuous flow of
water through them.

• Some of the new Crane flow measurement and regulating valves.

Refrigeration Service
Kent-Moore UK, manufacturers of
Robinair brand refrigeration service stations, have issued individualleaflets illustrating four of
their most popular ranges. These
represent a departure from the
previous arrangement under which
each model carried a separate part
number. This effectively limited
customer choice to pre-determined
build standards. Experience gained
as the UK's largest manufacturer
of refrigeration service stations indicates that customers have a
greater diversity of preference than

can reasonably be accommodated
by an individual part number
system.
The new leaflets herald a change
to a new ordering system under
which customers indicate those
features which they prefer. The advantages to the customer are
greater flexibility of choice and
closer matching to individual requirements with the after-sales
back-up only a UK manufacturer
can provide.
(Circle Enquiry No. 28)
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• Four-speed Selkan Mk Il glandless circulating pumps from Holden and
Brooke.

Portable Air Cooler
A low-cost, portable air cooler and
chiller which can be used in the
home or office during hot weather
for an efficient output of cool,
clear air is now available from
Select Services (UK) of
Wolverhampton.
The elegant Electrend air cooler
and chiller - with a power con
sumption of just 70w - simply
plugs into a normal IS-amp socket

and uses no more electricity than
two fluorescent light tubes.
It features three variable speeds
- a two-hour timer for short duration use if continuous operation is
not required - and can even be
perfumed 10 produce fragrancefilled rooms.
(Circle Enquiry No. 29)
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Re-Styled Multipoints
Three top-selling multi point water
heaters from Main Gas, part of
Myson Heating Ltd, have been updated and aesthetically enhanced
by a new, modern "family style"
appearance.
The trio now features as standard, attractive decor panel trims,
textured brown bottom covers and
white, squared controls.
In addition, internal im-

provements to the thermostat on
the best-selling TRENT means it
will now operate on a lower
pressure head of 3.36m (11ft).
This, says Main Gas, makes the
only thermostatic gas multipoint
water heater deliver an even-better
performance when used with
showers.
(Circle Enquiry No. 30)

Flogard
Flogard, a safe treatment for portable and domestic hot water
systems, has been developed by
Dearborn Chemicals, the Water
Treatment Division of Grace Service Chemicals.
Products in the Flogard range
are colourless, tasteless and
odourless. They are made from
pure food grade materials that are
used worldwide for the treatment
of drinking water. They are approved by the D.H.S.S. and by the
World Health Organisation.
Safe to use and easy to apply,

Flogard forms a microscopically
thin barrier film on the inside of
pipework that prevents minerals
and gases, already present in the
water, from causing corrosion
damage. Costly fittings, heaters
and pipework are all protected and
because there is no corrosion, there
is no rust to give unpleasant taints,
staining or discolourations.
Flogard's unique action prevents
scaling too. It is particularly effective against carbonate formation.
(Circle Enquiry

Oil Nozzles

Danfoss has extended its oil nozzle
range to include some new spray
angles and new sizes in the capacity
range 3.5 - 6 US gal/h. This
means that Danfoss is now able to
cover all smaller burner types and
a substantial number of the
medium sized burners.
The extension includes close to
one hundred new versions and at
the same time affects three series
within the company's nozzle
range.
The Sand H series that includes
nozzles with solid and hollow
spray patterns respectively has
been extended to include two new
spray angles of 70°C and 90°.
There are six new different spray
angles to choose from. This should
make it possible to achieve perfect
operation with practically all
burner types on the Western Euro-

pean market.
In addition, the S series has been
extended with six new nozzle sizes.
This means that the capacity range
of the series has been doubled
from three to six US gal/h. With
the new nozzles that have been
developed for modern types of fuel
gas oil, Danfoss expect to have
covered the demand for quality
nozzles for medium-sized burners
in the above mentioned capacity
range.
The new S nozzles are supplied
with spray angles of 45 0, 60°, 70°
and 80°.
Finally, the B series which includes oil nozzles with semi solid
spray patterns, has been extended
to include two larger nozzles with a
45° spray angle of 13.5 and a
capacity of 15 US gal/h.

o. 35)

Air Handling
Fischbach Ventilation Lld has
marked a major extension of the
company's Acoven range of air
handling units, with the introduction of a new all-weather unit, purpose designed for external installation.
Tightly-sealed against dust, sun,
wind, rain and low winter
temperatures, the new Acoven unit
is idea! for applications where internal space is a premium and/or
where shorter duct runs are required to reduce pressure losses
and thus running costs.
The new Fischbach Acoven
roof-mounting unit can be supplied in a variety of configurations

including supply only, extract only, combined supply and extract of
as a complete air conditioning unit
with cooling coils, filters etc. All
units incorporate Fischbach centrifugal fans powered by the company's famous Disc Rotor Motor.
The motors are of the asynchronous induction type in which
the rotor disc revolves around a
stationary shaft which is fitted
with a disc shaped stator. The non
rotating shaft is secured in rubber
isolation mountings so that no
vibration can be transmitted to the
fan casing.
(Circle Enquiry No. 25)

(Circle Enquiry No. 27)
•. New spray angles and new sites have been introduced by Dan/oss to it~
OIl noz.z.le range.

Leak Detector
Fernox have re-packaged and relaunched their AC-2 Leaktest, gas
leak detecting fluid. Supplied in a
squeeze bottle with applicator nozzle, Fernox AC-2 provides a lowcost alternative to the more expensive aerosol detectors. The recommended selling price of a 250ml
bottle of AC-2 is just 95p + VAT.
Suitable for detecting leaks of all
types of gas, AC-2 will indicate
microscopically small leaks at low
pressure, by the formation of a
single bubble. Larger leaks at high
pressure are indicated by the formation of a stable foam. AC-2 is a
clear liquid and because it is slightI

ly viscous, it can be used on vertical surfaces without draining off
too quickly. It also has a paintable
consistency which allows it to be
spread by brush, without foaming.
As would be expected from a
Fernox product, AC-2 is noncorrosive. It is also endowed with
many important properties, e.g. it
is free from oil and gease; harmless
to skin; slow drying; and suitable
for use on hot and cold surfaces.
Dried deposits of AC-2 prevent
rusting. However, even baked-on
deposits can be washed off with
water if required.
(Circle Enquiry No. 33)

Hamworthy Water Heaters

• New Fischbach Roo/top Unit.
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The Hamworthy DR and DR-SE
series of water storage heaters continue their popularity in areas
where efficient, flexible and
economical production of continuous supplies of hot water are in
demand.
The easy-to-install, economical
units can be sized accurately to
match all hot water requirements
and can be cbupled together or used with additional storage tanks.
The OR series comprises four
larger units with continuous outputs ranging from 144 - 380 g.p.h.
(655 - 1,7461/h). Four smaller DRSE units are available with the

following continuous outputs:
OR-SE 160 35.8 g.p.h. (163 l/h)
OR-SE 200 40.3 g.p.h. (183 l/h)
DR-SE 300 59.7 g.p.h. (27 I l/h)
DR-SE 38076.8 g.p.h. (349 l/h)
All continuous outputs are based on an 80°F (44°C) temperature
rise.
All heaters are of welded steel
construction with all internal surfaces coated with a superior quality glass lining which is guaranteed
for up to five years. Each heater is
supplied with a stainless steel atmospheric burner suitable for firing either natural gas or LPG.
(Circle Enquiry No. 20)
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ENERGY EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC HOMES.

Supported by more
than justbricks and mortcu
Strong, eye-catching
newspaper ads, prestigious
Gold Shield plaques and your
Own personalised folder are just
Some of the building blocks of
a new campaign launched by
the ESB.
Specifically promoting
the considerable benefits of allelectric living- its cleanliness,
convenience and low running
costs as a result of its effective
Use of the Economy Ratehalf page ads will soon be
~ppearing in national and
in regional newspapers.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1986

Coupled with this, every
bUilder/developer opting for
Gold Shield homes will receive
a supply of handy folders, with
the name of his development
on the cover and detailed
information on the Gold Shield
concept inside, to give to
prospective house buyers.
And there's more; each
Gold Shield development gets
the benefit of advantageous
terms for electricity supply.
Blocks of apartments or estates
that are designed to be fully
100% electric will be presented

with a Gold Shield Homes
Star Award - a prestigious
brass plaque and a certificatein recognition for achieving
the design standards that are
synonomous with Gold
Shield homes.
The ESB Gold Shield
concept. Shouldn't you find out
more? Contact Don Cooney,
ESB, Tel: (OIl 765831, Ext. 6634.
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System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The

modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging

MANOTHERM LTD.

control with digital read-out of process
variables is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.

Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966
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